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		This proceeding features papers discussing big data innovation for sustainable cognitive computing. The papers feature details on cognitive computing and its self-learning systems that use data mining, pattern recognition and natural language processing (NLP) to mirror the way the human brain works. This international conference focuses on cognitive computing technologies, from knowledge representation techniques and natural language processing algorithms to dynamic learning approaches. Topics covered include Data Science for Cognitive Analysis, Real-Time Ubiquitous Data Science, Platform for Privacy Preserving Data Science, and Internet-Based Cognitive Platform. The 2nd EAI International Conference on Big Data Innovation for Sustainable Cognitive Computing (BDCC 2019) took place in Coimbatore, India on December 12-13, 2019.

		
			Contains proceedings from 2nd EAI International Conference on Big Data Innovation for Sustainable Cognitive Computing (BDCC 2019), Coimbatore, India, December 12-13, 2019;
	
			Features topics ranging from Data Science for Cognitive Analysis to Internet-Based Cognitive Platforms;
	
			Includes contributions from researchers, academics, and professionals from around the world.
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Bayesian Essentials with R (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	This Bayesian modeling book provides a self-contained entry to computational Bayesian statistics. Focusing on the most standard statistical models and backed up by real datasets and an all-inclusive R (CRAN) package called bayess, the book provides an operational methodology for conducting Bayesian inference, rather than focusing on its...
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Digital Signal Processing Using MATLAB for Students and ResearchersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	I was once asked what signal processing is. The questioner thought it had something

	to do with traffi c lights. It became clear to me at that moment that although the

	theory and practice of signal processing in an engineering context has made possible

	the massive advances of recent times in everything from consumer electronics to...
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Designing and Developing Scalable IP NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Today's aggressively competitive networking market requires offering the maximum range of services using prevailing assets, not building bigger, more complicated networks, but smarter, more scalable infrastructures. It isn't an easy thing to do.
    The challenge is to develop an existing network so as to maximise its...
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Professional Oracle 8i Application Programming with Java, PL/SQL and XMLWrox Press, 2000
Oracle Corporation has broadened its development platform, integrating open standards such as Java and XML into the heart of the Oracle 8i database. This extended programming environment continues to exploit the qualities of scalability, reliability and efficiency of the world's most successful data management software, but at the same time it...
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Visualization of Scientific Parallel Programs (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1994

	The substantial effort of parallel programming is only justified if the resulting
	codes are adequately efficient. In this sense, all types of performance tuning are
	extremely important to parallel software development. With parallel programs,
	performance improvements are much more difficult to achieve than with con
	ventional...
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Ruby Cookbook: Recipes for Object-Oriented ScriptingO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Why spend time on coding problems that others have already solved when you could be making real progress on your Ruby project? This updated cookbook provides more than 350 recipes for solving common problems, on topics ranging from basic data structures, classes, and objects, to web development, distributed programming, and...
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